Abstract— Data Leakage is a situation where data is disclosed to personnel who are unauthorized to access that data. It can be done either intentionally or unintentionally. Most organizations have to face the problem of data leakage and thus the security practitioners have always dealt with data leakage issues that arise from various ways like email and other mediums. Hence, there is a need to filter each and every email to prevent data leakage and prevent the sensitive data by getting disclosed to unauthorized person. This can be done by using an intelligent system “SECUMAIL” which will filter email for organization’s sensitive data. Principle used in e-mail filtering is we filter e-mail based on the contents and attachments of email, white list consisting of hash of data which can be attached and black list of words which should not be send through message body is maintained. The hash of email attachments is computed, the hash and contents of email is compared with the white list data and black listed words depending on the match the email is either blocked or forwarded.
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1 INTRODUCTION

A data leakage may be intentional or unintentional process that explores secure information to an unauthorized environment. A data leak is a security aspect in which sensitive and secured data is copied and transported by authorized person for illegal inadvertent use. Despite using security policies and tools, employees around the world are engaged in risky behaviors that put corporate and sensitive data at risk. Email is the best medium through which large amount of data can be leaked quickly and easily. Considering this threats of data leakage through email, an organization blocks emails of the employees or restrict the employees to access the email hosting sites through the use of firewall.Securmail is an intelligent system which allows the employees to compose emails and forward them by filtering the email contents for organization’s sensitive data. The type of data being leaked through e-mail can be in video format, textual format, audio format, graphical format, zip folders or files etc. In the proposed system, the owner of the data is the administrator of organization and the agents are the employees of the organization. The aim of the system is to provide email continuity to employees at the same time prevent the leakage of organization’s sensitive data through email.

2 PROPOSED WORK

The aim of the proposed system is to provide email continuity to employees along with the filtering capability to prevent sensitive, secured or confidential data by getting disclosed to unauthorized environment. "SECUMAIL" covers the drawbacks of the existing mechanisms such as use of firewall which restricts access to email hosting sites and other various policies which organizations implement to prevent data leakage. The following diagram depicts the architecture of the proposed system.
The proposed system is based on client-server architecture. Employees of the organization are the clients and administrator is at the server side. Only admin is provided with internet connection and email sending at client side is achieved with the help of servlet mechanism which transfers the mail to the server and further it is sent to the intended destination after filtering process. The admin consist of white list, black word list, sent mail list, block mail list, active mail list and white list of employee ids. The client consists of mail inbox, account management, change password, compose mail and manage contacts options.

3 METHODOLOGIES USED

A] SECURE HASH ALGORITHM [SHA-1]
SHA1 (Secure Hashing Algorithm) is a standard algorithm that produces 160-bit digest of any size of file or data. The other algorithm similar to SHA1 is MD5. Both are hashing algorithms. The SHA1 returns a 160-byte hash whereas MD5 returns a 32-byte hash. The security of the MD5 hash function can be compromised. Also MD5 is not suitable for long data whereas SHA1 is appropriate for large data. So considering these limitations of MD5, SHA1 is used in the proposed system both at the client and server side to obtain hash of data. At client side the hash of the password is obtained using SHA1. At server side SHA1 is used to obtain the hash of the sensitive data and it is stored as a black listed data. The following architecture depicts the use of SHA-1 in the proposed system.

B) TERM FREQUENCY

Term frequency is a weighting scheme that refers to the assignment of weight to each term in the document that depends on the number of occurrences of the term in that document. The term frequency is denoted as \( (tf)_{t,d} \) with the subscripts denoting the term \( t \) and document \( d \), based on the weight of term \( t \) in document \( d \).

Equation for Term Frequency \( (tf) \) is given as:

\[
W_t = c_t \log \left( \frac{N}{f_t} \right)
\]

Where \( W_t \) is the weight of term, \( f_t \) is the number of times the term in the mail, \( c_t \) is number of times the term in the passage, \( N \) is the total number of terms in the mail.

In our proposed system, we are using term frequency algorithm in which the data in the mail will be checked with word list. Threshold value for each word will be stored in the word list. If the occurrence of any word crosses the threshold value, the mail will be blocked.
4 IMPLEMENTATION

I. Admin module:

1. Admin login id and password secured using SHA-1.

2. The admin manages black list of words, block list of mails, sent mail list, white list, white list of email ids and activate email ids.

3. The white list contains hash of data which is only allowed in the mail as attachments.

4. The block mail list contains mails which are blocked by the filtering mechanism and admin can allow these mails if he wants under some circumstances.

5. The black listed word list contains words which will be blocked if they appear in the mail.

6. The admin can analyse the sent mails from the sent mail list which will contain all the mails which has been sent.
7. Admin activates or deactivates individual user and his email ids.

3. Client provided with different options such as manage accounts, contact management, manage forget password, compose mail etc.

4. Account management provides option to the client to register their email ids through which they can send mail.

II. Client module:
1. Client login id and password secured using SHA-1.

2. Client registration form to create id and password.

5. Contact management to store contacts and their email ids.
6. Compose mail facility for sending the mail to intended user.

7. Mail Inbox with auto delete and only unread mails facility.

8. Change and forgot password facility.

III. Server and filtering mechanism:
When client sends mail, it will come to the server. The server will filter the mail in two phases. In the first phase it will calculate the hash of the mail attachment and compare it with the white list. If the match is successful than only the mail will be forwarded else it will be blocked and added in the block mail list. In the second phase if the mail is not blocked means if the attachments is a white listed data than the server will check the contents of mail and matches it with black listed word list and if the count of particular word crosses the threshold value than the mail is blocked and added to block mail list else the mail will be forwarded and added to the sent mail list. There is one condition in which there will be no filtering on the mail at that is the id sending the mail is a white list mail id.

4 CONCLUSION
Many organizations handle confidential data on daily basis. The technologies that make this data easily available also increase the risk of data leakage. Some mechanisms have been implemented to prevent data leakage such as firewall mechanism which restricts access to email sites which hampers email continuity. Considering these the limitations, we have develop a system which will provide email continuity along with filtering capability for sensitive data leakage without any internet connection at client side. The algorithmic strategy used provides email filtering for any size and type of data.
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